Effective passivation of lithium metal surfaces, and prevention of battery-shorting lithium dendrite growth, are critical for implementing lithium-metal-anodes for batteries with increased power densities. Nanoscale surface heterogeneities can be "hot spots" where anode passivation breaks down. Motivated by the observation of lithium dendrites in pores and grain boundaries in all-solid batteries, we examine lithium metal surfaces covered with Li 2 O and/or LiF thin films with grain boundaries in them. Electronic structure calculations show that, at >0.25 V computed equilibrium overpotential, Li 2 O grain boundaries with sufficiently large pores can accommodate Li (0) atoms which aid e − leakage and passivation breakdown. Strain often accompanies Li-insertion; applying a ∼1.7% strain already lowers the computed overpotential to 0.1 V. Lithium metal nanostructures as thin as 12Å are thermodynamically favored inside cracks in Li 2 O films, becoming "incipient lithium filaments." LiF films are more resistant to lithium metal growth. The models used herein should in turn inform passivating strategies in all-solid-state batteries.
defined electronic voltages 28 ( Fig. 1e) . Regarding Li metal growth, back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that Li metal nucleation can already occur inside a 12Å pre-existing crack within a Li 2 O film at modest computed overpotentials (see the supporting information document, S.I., Sec. S1). Fig. 1f illustrates a thin Li metal growth inside a nanometer-wide linear crack. Other works have focused on the beneficial effects of heterogeneous interfaces in the SEI. 27 We stress that grain boundaries in crystals are non-equilibrium structures and reflect kinetic constraints associated with crystal-growth conditions. SEI film formation, which occurs in liquid at room temperature, is already severely kinetically constrained, with many components being thermodynamically metastable. 24 The defects in SEI components are even harder to characterize experimentally than undefected SEI regions, and models of such are difficult construct in a systematic way to take proper account of the kinetic formation constraints. Cracks that develop in materials are also clearly kinetically drive. 29 Nevertheless, it is critical to study such defects, largely neglected in the literature. In this work, we adopt plausible grain boundary models from crystals in the literature 19 and use our own construction ( Fig. S1 in the S.I.). We show that annealing these models at high temperature, as has been done in some modeling publications, 30 actually yield ambiguous results. High temperature growth are crystal-growth, not SEI-formation, conditions. To some extent, our Li 2 O grain boundary models can be taken as amorphous regions, which we have postulated to result from electrochemical reduction of other SEI products.
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METHOD
Construction of the Models
Our static DFT calculations apply periodically replicated simulation cells, the Vienna Atomic Simulation Package (VASP) version 5.3, [31] [32] [33] [34] and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional. 35 All simulation cells considered are overall charge-neutral. A 400 eV planewave energy cutoff is imposed, except that a 500 eV cutoff is used when optimizing simulation cell sizes. Representative simulation cell dimensions, stoichiometries, and Brillouin zone sampling settings are listed in Table 1 . Other calculations involve variations on these cells.
Many calculations involve slab-like simulation cells with a 10-12Å vacuum region. In these cases, the dipole moment correction is applied. 36 In calculations of Li monolayer binding energies, spin-polarized DFT is applied if there is an odd number of Li atoms in the simulation cell. Some of these calculations apply the generally more accurate DFT/HSE06 and DFT/PBE0 functionals.
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The (Fig. 1d) . In all cases, the x-direction is perpendicular to the grain boundaries.
The simulation cell containing two Σ 5 LiF grain boundaries (Fig. 1a) is created as follows.
First a LiF crystal at optimal lattice constants is rotated 18.4 o and cleaved to expose (310) surfaces in the z-direction. A second, mirror-image slab is created by reflecting the first about the x-y plane. The two are pasted together in the periodically replicated simulation cell to create the two boundaries. The x-dimension of the cell is varied while using a higher (500 eV) energy cutoff to obtain the optimal cell length. There are multiple ways to align these simple cubic lattice LiF slabs. The "coincident site lattice" (CSL) approach, 21 which posits that the mirror or junction plane is a (310) plane of atoms common to both slabs, is found to be less energetically favorable than placing the boundary half a lattice constant from both surfaces, with the slabs shifted so that a Li always coordinates to a F (Fig. 1a ).
This configuration is in fact adopted from Ref. (Fig. 1d) The good lattice matching of these two surfaces allow cations on one material surface to be coordinated to anions on the other. The cell size is optimized as before. DFT-based molecular dynamics simulations are further conducted at T=500 K for 7 ps, followed by simulated annealing to T=100 K in a 3.5 ps trajectory.
This procedure lowers the total energy, but does not lead to passivation of undercoordinated O 2− at the grain boundary. Preliminary investigation shows that Li (0) readily bind to these O 2− . To improve passivation, four LiF dimer units are inserted into voids between the two components so that all O 2− at the interfaces are coordinated to LiF. Geometry optimization is re-initiated. Adding LiF units in this way is found to be energetically favorable after subtracting the relevant LiF chemical potential, and appears more fruitful in passivating the grain boundary region with respect to Li (0) leakage than DFT-based simulated annealing.
Since SEI formation occurs at room temperature and is kinetically controlled, it cannot be ruled out that undercoordinated O 2− actually exists at these mixed grain boundaries. Our intention is to construct configurations that are least hospitable to Li (0) insertion. (Table 1) is in fact first strained by 8.4% in three successive steps and recompressed to its original cell dimensions.
This procedure is found to lower the energy of the unstrained system by 0.6 eV.
For simulation cells containing interfaces with metallic Li electrode slabs, the true instantaneous electronic voltage (V e ) can be computed. At equilibrium, the Li chemical potential should be consistent with the electronic voltage. 28 We have not applied simulated annealing to simulation cells with lithium metal anode present. augmented by examining the spatial distribution of the excess electron ∆ρ e (r). Here we first compute the total charge density of a configuration. Then the total charge density of the same configuration with one or more Bader-identified Li (0) removed is computed, keeping the simulation cell charge-neutral and all other atoms frozen. Finally, the second charge density is subtracted from the first. In the figures, the yellow transparent shapes represent ∆ρ e (r) with density values of ∼0.06 |e|/Å 3 or more. We also plot ∆ρ e (z), derived from integrating ∆ρ e (r) over the x and y dimensions.
RESULTS
Bulk-like systems with grain boundaries
First we insert a charge-neutral Li (0) atom into one of the two grain boundaries in simulation cells mimicking bulk-like SEI materials. LiF grain boundary is expected to be rare. The 16 o grain boundary for LiF (Fig. 1b) 
Surface Energetics
Given the lack of experimental characterization of defect structures in the SEI, a qualitative understanding of the above results is needed to establish they are generally viable, even in disordered regions. It is possible that defect regions in SEI films may be more accuractely described as disordered than as defects in crystalline regions. We propose that one qualitative difference between LiF and Li 2 O is that LiF is a material with a negative electron (Table 2 ). There are only two (111) surfaces in Li 2 O crystals, and mulitple facets must be exposed at its grain boundaries. Using the HSE06 and PBE0 functionals yield energy differences that are within 50 meV of those computed using the PBE functional, and ∆ρ e (z) profiles that are indistinguishable from PBE predictions.
We have also coated the Li 2 O surface with a LiF monolayer (Fig. 2c) . The computed overpotential associated with adding Li to this surface, 0.64 V, is even less favorable than that on bare LiF (001). LiF can originate from decomposition of PF − 6 counter-ions found in organic solvent-based electrolytes, but is more rapidly released when fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) additive molecules are present. [45] [46] [47] LiF appears to play a special role in electrode surface passivation.
Grain boundaries in films on lithium metal
Whether Li (0) can reside inside grain boundaries, however, ultimately depends on the interface-modified Fermi level of the anode in contact with the surface film. Next we attempt to insert Li (0) in thin films with grain boundaries deposited on Li metal. We avoid adding
Li near the Li metal surface, where it will simply be absorbed into the metal electrode, or on the outer film surface. (Fig. 3a) . The computed overpotential is 1.49 V, similar to the LiF model without Li metal (Fig. 1a) . Bader analysis indeed reveals that the added Li has an excess e − .
The Li 2 O film on Li(s) (Fig. 3c-d Removing the latter Li (0) reveals that it has an computed overpotential of only 0.25 V. This overpotential is strongly strain-dependent, and falls to a mere 0.1 V upon applying a 1.7%
strain. The existence of a Li (0) inside the Li 2 O film makes this film non-passivating.
Next, a 3.5Å, or about 12 %, tensile strain is applied to the Li 2 O cell with 16 o grain boundaries in the x-direction, in 3 successive increments each followed by geometry optimization ( Fig. 3e-f ). This mimics possible surface curvatures arising from Li plating during charging. Silicon anodes are known to expand volumetrically by up to 400% during charging, while graphite can expand its c-axis spacing by ∼10%. There is less documented data about local strain on SEI-covered Li surfaces. We choose a 12% expansion as the outer limit.
Substantial bulging of Li metal anode surface, and buckling of the film above it, are observed upon applying the strain (Fig. 3e) . Multiple Li-O ionic bond cleavage events occur at one of the two grain boundaries, leaving a sub-nanometer-sized crack. Inserting 9 Li atoms into the crack is found to require no computed overpotential, yielding a small Li particle on the outside surface of the Li 2 O film (Fig. 1e) . This suggests that incipient lithium metal dendrites can nucleate on sub-nanometer defect features inside cracks in Li 2 O. Note that we do not claim to separate the effects of strain and broken bonds. As mentioned above, our grain-boundary models can be thought of as amorphous regions in the SEI.
We also address the instantaneous electronic voltage (V e ) of the systems we have studied. The work function of the Li metal electrode, modified by the thin film, is the absolute Fermi level of the electrode referenced to vacuum. Dividing the work function by |e| and subtracting 1.37 V yields V e referenced to Li + /Li(s). 28 At equilibrium, V e should be equal to the Li=(Li + +e − ) chemical potential-derived "equilibrium voltage," or "computed overpotential," discussed earlier.
The LiF-and Li 2 O-coated Li metal surfaces, respectively Fig. 3a-b and Fig. 3c 28 But this electric field is found to raise the energy of the Li (0) orbital by only 0.3 eV (Fig. 4b) , even though V e is raised by several times that much. The Li (0) orbital remains occupied (Fig. 4b) . The reason is that the e − is localized away from the thin film-vacuum interface, and does not experience the entire voltage drop through the inorganic film. Note that if the model does not contain an interface, but is a bulk simulation cell (vanishing electric field gradient approximation),
DFT would erroneously predict that the voltage has no effect on a charge-neutral defect like Li (0) . To illustrate the implications of V (x) spatial inhomogeneity, we add a fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) molecule, a popular electrolyte additive, [45] [46] [47] at two x positions. The location at the left-most grain boundary is at a higher voltage. The FEC there has not been electrochemically reduced after a 5 ps DFT-based molecular dynamics trajectory at T=350 K. At the end of the trajectory (Fig. 6b) , this FEC has diffused to the almost middle of the Li 2 O region, but remains intact. The rightmost grain boundary is at a substantially more negative local potential, and is a "hot spot" for passivation breakdown. Placing a FEC there and initiating molecular dynamics leads to FEC reductive decomposition within 0.5 ps (Fig. 6c) . Although anecdotal, this evidence underscores the importance of spatial inhomogeneities to electrolyte decomposition -even in the absence of cracks or Li (0) in the grain boundaries.
Grain Boundary in Mixed Li
Films with Cracks
Finally, in view of the atomic lengthscale crack developing in strained Li 2 O films, we also examine surface films with wider gaps or cracks to determine whether Li nanosheets can grow there. Fig. 1f and Li metal into these gaps (126 and 118 Li atoms) are +0.05 and −0.10 V, respectively. It is therefore energetically favorable to insert a Li(s) nanosheet into the Li 2 O gap but not LiF. 
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this computational work illustrates the effects of atomic lengthscale inhomogeneities in passivation films covering lithium anode surfaces. The lengthscale considered is too small to be conclusively imaged using current experimental methods, but our predictions will help motivate future experimental work. Both LiF and Li 2 O on Li metal surfaces exhibit wide band gaps and block electrons if they are defect free. 15 But mobile Li forming "incipient lithium filaments" that may cause subsequent growth of dendrites under adverse conditions. These findings appear qualitatively consistent with the fact that applying pressure, which reduces void spaces, improves the performance of Li metal anodes.
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The negative electron affinity material LiF is much more resistant to Li (0) insertion. Our grain boundary models are meant to represent defected/amorphous regions of SEI inorganic layers, the growth of which are kinetically controlled. Therefore we also illustrate the funda- 
